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This manuscript describes the schema and strategy for compiling the Active Faults of Eurasia Database (AFEAD). It also provides a link to the database itself. The database can be accessed freely through a web mapper interface and downloaded as images (jpg) with topographic background or as vectors (kmz or shapefile) of predefined tiles. The shapefile of the entire collection of faults and an Excel file with the list of references are also available for download through the ResearchGate link.

I commend the authors for the great effort in putting together such an extensive compilation of faults. I am also aware that there is a need for earth scientists to get hold of this type of data through a single access point. Nonetheless, I’m afraid that at the moment, this collection of data suffers from a few weaknesses. In brief, they are: 1) most scientific content is outdated; 2) the database design and organization of the data is technically poor. I elaborate on these aspects in the following.

Scientific weaknesses
The data collection is based on bibliographical investigations, but most of the bibliographic references are quite outdated. Out of the 657 references (in the Excel file), only 13 are post-2010. Of these 13, three are classified as unpublished information. Of all 657, 55 are classified as unpublished information, most of which are as old as 1996. How reliable can be a piece of information supplied to the authors 25 years ago and never published since then?

In the last decade, several active fault databases have been published containing updated information. Below I list some of them (not necessarily exhaustively) that have significant geographical overlap with AFEAD and contain more up-to-date data than AFEAD.

• Europe (Atanackov et al., 2021; Caputo & Pavlides, 2013; DISS Working Group, 2018; European Geological Data Infrastructure, 2021; Ganas, 2021; Jomard et al., 2017; Vanneste et al., 2013)
• Middle East (Danciu et al., 2018)
• Central Asia (Mohadjer et al., 2016)
• Georgia (Onur et al., 2019, 2020)
• Japan (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, 2012)
• Africa (Williams et al., 2021)
• World (Christophersen et al., 2015; Styron & Pagani, 2020)

Apart from those compilations released in the last year, most of these have been around for quite a long time now. In addition to this lack of data, the relationship between the fault representation in AFEAD and the fault representation in the source dataset is not clear. This is of particular concern for the blind faults since only criteria associated with the topographic signature are recalled. On the one hand, not considering the latest fault compilations prevents AFEAD from listing the newly recognized active faults. On the other hand, it also prevents AFEAD from eliminating those faults that were once considered active but are currently considered not active based on new evidence. Unfortunately, the CONF parameter does not consider the recency of the information.

The compilation of the fault parameters also remains rather obscure in several aspects. For example, of the 47,363 faults, 22,270 (47%) have no parameter assigned (field "Parm" is NULL). Of the 25,093 faults with the field "Parm" not NULL, only 6,849 reports a "Rate=" value; how was then the Rate (rank) parameter assigned to the remaining faults?

Technical weaknesses
The AFEAD is distributed as a single shapefile. Technically speaking, it is not even a database apart from the implicit relation between geographic features and their attributes. No relational table is provided between AFEAD and any of its linked information. In other words, it should be classified as a geographical flat-file, not a proper database.

The fields in the shapefile attribute table are very poorly organized.

First of all, none of the fields can be identified as a primary key. The lack of a primary key prevents the user from uniquely identifying any records and establishing their possible relations with external information. Also, the user cannot make an explicit reference to an individual AFEAD record when using it, including this review.

Both the “Auth” and “Parm” fields contain long text strings that, in the next update, could become even longer and easily exceed the limitations imposed by the shapefile format. Notice that the maximum number of characters in a text field of a shapefile is 254, see Attribute limitations in ESRI documentation at: https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/latest/manage-data/shapefiles/geoprocessing-considerations-for-shapefile-output.htm#GUID-A10ADA3B-0988-4AB1-9EBA-AD704F77B4A2 or https://support.esri.com/en/technical-article/000012081

These two fields are also very difficult to explore, especially the Parm field that contains very heterogeneous parameters. This poor organization makes it hard for the user to use the database. For example, selecting the faults that have a certain “depth” information would require a very complex query, which would discourage the non-experts in SQL and expose the users to uncertain results. Also, the Parm field takes up more bytes than needed by repeating within the field the word to identify the parameter type, such as “Sense=” or “Rate=” or “Depth=“, occasionally also including the reference to the parameter itself.

The use of the “+” (plus) sign in the “Side” field is unnecessary because all the non-null values are a plus. It could also be troublesome because the plus sign can be automatically converted when importing the data in other systems (try saving the attribute table into the Microsoft Excel format, for example).

Other issues (listed by line "L" number)
L1: The name of the database does not reflect its abbreviation “AFEAD” should be “Active Faults of Eurasia Database,” not “Database of the Active Faults of Eurasia.” Please make a
choice and stick to it.

L14: In the file provided, the sources are 657, not 612. The difference is 55, which corresponds to the number of unpublished work. Rephrase to make this clear for the readers.

L25: Unclear reference to “Geologische Rundschau, 1955”; see also L327.

L72-74: This statement is unclear, or it is at least quite questionable. Linear landforms created by nontectonic processes are not rare, and several earthquakes have reactivated faults with very complex patterns. Also, cases of tectonic inversion are known. Maybe the authors can expand this paragraph to make it clearer and more documented for what they want to say.

L91-92: Is the fold axis represented? Otherwise, which element of the structure is represented? And how can the user be aware of that?

Table 1: Is the strike-slip with unknown sense contemplated?

L166: Unclear to whom “our team” is referring.

Recommendations
The following technical fixes are necessary to make AFEAD suitable for using it in a proper DBMS.

• Establish a primary key that uniquely identifies each record (fault) of the shapefile.
• Separate the “Parm” attributes into different columns, paying attention to storing single numerical values in individual columns.
• Establish a primary key for the table of bibliographic references.
• Create a relational table (many to many) that connects the fault table primary keys with the bibliographic reference table primary keys.
• Once the relational table is created, the column “Auth” can be deleted from the shapefile.
• Remove all “+” “-” “=” and similar signs/symbols from all columns. Use the “+” or “-” sign only with numerical values.

The European plate boundary along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge should be completed to make AFEAD adhere to its name (it could be disappointing for the AFEAD user to find data in the African plate and not the complete European plate).

More explanations are needed to make the user understand the source of information used to assign the Rate ranks.

A justification is needed for not considering all the recent fault data compilations published in the last decade. The authors should also discuss the implications due to the lack of updated information and warn the users about the limitations in using AFEAD instead of more up-to-date regional/local data.
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